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ON 2-BLOCKS WITH SEMIDIHEDRAL
DEFECT GROUPS
BY
KARIN ERDMANN

Abstract. Let G be one of the following groups: L¡(q) and GIA2, q) with
q = 3 (mod 4), U3(q) and GU(2, q) with q = 1 (mod 4). This paper is
concerned with 2-blocks B of G having semidihedral defect groups. In
particular, vertices, sources and Green correspondents of the simple modules in B are determined and used to obtain the submodule structure of the
indecomposable projective modules.

Introduction. Let G be a simple group with semidihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. Alperin, Brauer and Gorenstein have shown that G must be isomorphic to one of the groups

(L) L3(q) with q a 3 (mod 4),
(U) U3(q) with q a 1 (mod 4), or
(M) Mxx;
and if/ G G is an involution, then CG(j) is isomorphic to a quotient of

(C) either G7_(2,q) with q a 3 (mod 4) or GU(2, q) with q a 1 (mod 4)
by a central subgroup of odd order d (see [1]).
This paper is concerned with blocks B of these groups over fields F of
characteristic 2 having semidihedral defect groups. The case Mxx is left out;
this group was already examined by J. L. Alperin (I refer to personal
communication).
The first section contains required results on modular representations;
some of them are more general.
In the next three sections the simple modules with vertices and sources and
correspondents are determined. Summaries can be found in Tables (3.4) and
(4.10). Further, some uniserial or periodic modules which are essential for the
block structure are investigated.
In the fifth section, the indecomposable projectives are determined; in
particular, we obtain the Cartan numbers.
The appendix contains a graphical survey of the indecomposable projectives and the Cartan matrices.
In this paper, F is assumed to be a splitting field for G and all subgroups of
G. If FG is the group algebra, then / or J(FG) is the Jacobson radical of FG.
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Modules are always right modules. The trivial representation is denoted by F
orFc.
Let Af be an FG-module, then /(Af) is the number of composition factors;
soc(A7) is the socle, that is the largest semisimple submodule of M and
head(Af) is the largest semisimple factor module of A7; we have head(Af) at

M/MJ. Further, P(A7) is the protective module with head(AO — head(P);
finally Q(Af) is defined by P(M)/Sl(M) » A7, and the dual M* is the FG
right module Hom^Af, F).
The submodule series M d MJ d • • • D MJk D 0 is called Loewy series.
It is a submodule series of minimal length such that all factor modules are
semisimple. The (unique) number k = 'j(M) of its factors is the Loewy

length of Af.
If M and Af' are FG-modules, then M ° M' denotes any extension of Af by
Af', so that there exists an exact sequence 0 <—Af <—M ° Af ' «- Af ' <—0. If Af
is indecomposable, then vx(M) is the vertex and s(M) a source.
For a uniserial FG-module Af, we write Af = Um(A0,A x,..., Ar_ x) if
/(Af ) = rm and also MJk/MJk+1 = A, where k = sr + I and 0 < / < r.
Let 77 be a subgroup of G. For any FG-module L, the induced representa-

tion L®FH FG is denoted by LG; and if Af is an FG-module, then MH
denotes the restriction of Af to FH. If Af ' is a summand of MH such that
Af 0 * a (Af')G, then put fH(M) = M' and gc(Af) = Af (if NG(V) < H
where F is a vertex of Af, then we have just the Green correspondence).
Concerning further terminology, we refer to Dornhoff [2], Gorenstein [6],

Green [8].
1. General remarks concerning modular representations. First we collect
together some of the concepts and notation related to the Green correspondence; see [7].
Let G be a finite group and char F —p where p divides | G |. If H < G and
if Af, Af ' are FG-modules, then denote by (A/, M')H the vector space
Hom^iAf, Af'). Further (M, M')HG is the subspace of (A7, A7')G generated
by all maps of the form œ = 2 i)s where r/ G (Af, Af ")„ and where the sum is
taken over a transversal of H in G. Here t\g is defined by m —»[i)(mg~x)g].

If £ is a family of subgroups of G, let
(M, M%G := 2 (M, M')S,G
Sei

and
(M, M% := (A7, M')G/ (M, M%G.
If A7 is an indecomposable FG-module, then there exists a p-subgroup V of
G, such that Af is C/-projective for f/ < G if and only if U contains a
G-conjugate of V (see [2]). Then V is called a vertex of Af (vx(A/)).
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Let D < NG(D) < H < G, where D is ap-group. Define

% := {Dg n D\gGH),
<8 := {7>*n 7í|g6É77},
S := {D' < D\? Z G %: D' < Z }.
Let AfFG, NFH be indecomposable

FG- Fíf-modules,

respectively, such that

vx(Af),vx(A0 G &. Then

MH^fN

©<$(A7),

NG^gN

®%(N),

where /Af, gAf, the Green correspondents, are indecomposable and unique up
to isomorphism with the properties

vx(Af ) = vx(/Af ),
vx(N ) = vx(gN ),

gfN^N,
fgN ^ N,

ty (Af) [^(N)] is a sum of modules such that each component is y-projective
[A"-projective] for a suitable Y G <?¡[A" G SCI
Let Af be an indecomposable N( F)-module where V is a vertex of Af, and
let V < X < N( V). If Af is a nonzero indecomposable summand of Mx, then
M is a summand of AfA,(K).
For, since Af is A"-projective, there is an indecomposable summand Mx of
Mx, such that Af is a summand of Af*, and Af, s A7 <8>g for some g G

If A"= V, then Af is called a source of A7 (Af = jAf). The following simple
properties are used later without special reference:
Let Af, Af' be indecomposable FG-modules with vertices V, V.

(l.l)(a) If Mx or M'x is projective for all X G % and if Af or Af' is simple,
then (Af, Af')%c - 0.
(b) If M is simple and AfK.is projective, then (Af, Af')c = 0 and (Af', Af)c
= 0.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the facts that (Af, Af'), G = 0 if Af
or Af' is simple (see Green [8]) and that (Af, Af')c = (A7, M')VG =

(A/, A7V>c.
(1.2) If V and V are not G-conjugate to subgroups A" G %, then
(Af, Af')G and (fHM,fHM')^ have the same dimension (see Green [7]).

(1.3) Let U < G and £ be a family of subgroups of U. If L is an FG-module
and M and FU-module, then
(a) dim^M0, L\G = dimf(Af, Ly)^,
(b) dim^L, M% G = dimF(Lv, M)su
(see [8], [10]).
(1.4) Lemma. Let D be a 2-group and char F = 2. If M = (m) is a submod-

ule of FD and dim^ M =\\D\,

then ñ(Af*) « M.

Proof. As in [3, Lemma 3.2].
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(1.5) Lemma. Let D be a 2-group, such that D = <x,y> and \D: (x)\ = 2
and assume that char F = 2. Let M be an FD-module such that Mm is
projective. Then over D, M = 2,e/ ® Af, ©2 FD, where each M¡ is uniserial
of dimension \(x)\.

Proof. Let m G M\MJ, then the F(x)-modules (m) and (my) are isomorphic to F(x). Because (m, wy)(JC)must be projective, we have
(m) n (my)\ix) = (0) or (m).

(*)

In the first case, (m, my) =¿ FD. Otherwise, dim^m) = |(x)|; and because (m)
is uniserial restricted to (x), already the FD-module must be uniserial.
Finally, mFD is a direct summand, because (*) holds for arbitrary elements

of A7\A7/.
(1.6) Lemma. Let U < G, and let S be an irreducible FU-module, assume that

S lies in the block B(e).
If(SG)u = S ® X where Xe = 0, then SG is irreducible.
Proof. Let M c soc(SG) and Af ^ (0). Then 0 ^ (A7, SG)G =sF (M, S)v,
hence (Mv)e = S. Now let W := SG/M, then Wv a (SG)U/Mu and there-

fore (Wu)e = 0. That is
0 = (S,W)U=F(SG,W)G

and so we have W = (0).
(1.7) Some periodic modules. Let V4 be a Klein four-group which is normal
in Af, then N/C(V4) < @3. Further assume that b is a block of C(V4) with
defect group V4; let S be the irreducible /»-module.
Consider the faithful indecomposable F4-modules of length 2. A straightforward easy calculation shows that precisely two of them are invariant under
an automorphism of order 3 (they are realisable over GF(4), see [3]), they are
conjugate under an automorphism of order 2, and they are self-dual.
Since 8(8) = V4, induction and restriction yield a 1-1-correspondence between indecomposable

modules of b and of FV4. Hence b has precisely two

modules W = U(S, S), such that ß W m W and such that W <8>
g m W if
g G N(V4y^C(V4) induces an automorphism

of order 3.
If \T(b) : C(V4)\ < 2, then W := WN is indecomposable, and Q(WN) «
WN. Otherwise, let
C(V4) < A < T(b) with \A : C(V4)\ = 3,

then

WA has three indecomposable

summands

Wx, W2, W3 which are

complete Q-orbits.
Since T(b) = T(S), we have SA = Sx® S2® S3. By Brauer's first main
theorem, all the S¡ are in the same block.
Suppose that SlW,:s W¡; let S¡ = head(W^). Then 5, - soc(^), and since
l(W¡) = l(W) = 2, it follows that all composition factors of P(S¡) aie isomor-
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phic to 5„ that is, S¡ is the only simple module in its block, a contradiction.
Hence the W¡ form one ß-orbit of length 3. Since | T(b) : A | is a 2-power,
W¡Nis indecomposable by Green's theorem (see [2]). Consequently, we have
WN - W ®QW ®ti2W

and

(1.7*)

ifW^

W.

Further, wx(Q!W) = V4.

It will be important that for N < G,
(QW)G s g(QfW) © projectives

and

(1.7**)

g(Q?W)N s (QÏW) © projectives.
More precisely, (gOfW^y is projective whenever V4 <£j U. This follows from
the fact that a source is projective restricted to proper subgroups of V4.

Now let G be a group with a block B, such that D = 8(B) is semidihedral,
assume that B has at least 2 simple modules.

(1.8) Proposition.

Let M in B be indecomposable but not projective,

V := vx(Af), and assume that Af(JC)is projective,

where x G D has order §\D\.

Letb = b(e) be a block of X := VC(V) such that (fM)xe ^ 0.
(a) If \T(b) : X\ is a 2-power, then Q(M) = Af, and M has at least two
nonisomorphic composition factors.
Ç6) If M has only one composition factor, then V is a 4-group, \T(b) : X\ = 6

and ß3Af as Af.

Proof. Let/denote the Green correspondence between G and NG(V), then
/A7 is an indecomposable NG( F)-module with F as a vertex.
Let y be a nonzero summand of (fM)xe. We shall prove that

Y^Q(Y).

(1.8*)

This is certainly true if V is cyclic of order 2, since then there is only one
nonprojective module in the block. Since Af is not projective but Afw is, we
know that V <ZG(x). Hence we may assume that V is not cyclic.
Let jAf be an indecomposable summand of Yv, then Y\sMx, and
fMlsM**-1^. Then sAf must be uniserial of dimension ¿\V\, by (1.5), since V
contains a subgroup (xk) of index 2. Consequently, jAf =s jAf*, and therefore
one obtains from (1.4) that Q(sM) s sAf. Hence Y and il Y aie summands of

jAf * in b(e).
Let D be a defect group of b(e), then D ç VC(V) n D where D is a defect
group of 2? (see [2, 57.4]). Since V is not cyclic, it follows that D = V. Thus
(sMy* has exactly one summand in b(e), and therefore Y sa ñ( y*).
If \T(b) : A"I is a 2-power, then YN(V)must be indecomposable, by Green's
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theorem (see [2]), hence Q(Y)Níir> s Y1*** ^fM s ß/M and therefore Af at
ÜM. Because B has at least 2 simple modules, a summand of the projective
cover P(Af ) must have at least two nonisomorphic composition factors. Then
ß(Af *) m M forces the same for M.
If Af has only one composition factor, then the fact that \T(b) : X\ cannot
be a 2-power implies that V is either cyclic of order 2 or quaternion of order 8

or a 4-group.
Because ß(Af ) ¥= M, the possibility V m Zj is excluded. Then, a quaternion
group of order 8 has no uniserial module of dimension 4 (see [11]), hence V is
a 4-group and 3 divides | T(b) : X\.
Now the defect group of b(e) is V, and the block of N( V) containing /Af
must have a bigger defect group (otherwise by the Brauer correspondence, B
would have Fas a defect group). Therefore | T(b) : X\ must be even (see, e.g.,
Lemma 64.7 in [2]) and is therefore 6, since this is already the order of

Aut(F).
Let X c A c T(b) such that \A : X\ = 3. If YAwould be indecomposable,
then again by Green's theorem /Af s^s
Q(YN) — ß/Af which implies
that B has only one simple module, a contradiction. It follows that Y ® g =s

y if g G /KA", thus y s w if W is as in (1.7), and from (1.7) we get that
YN ssfM © ß/Af © ß^/Af, where the summands

are not isomorphic,

and

Spfli mfit.
2. The centralizer of an involution. For the rest of the paper, G is a group
with a Sylow 2-subgroup D which is semidihedral of order 2" (n > 4); let
D := <x,y|x'

= x2""2-',y2

= x2"" = 1>,

and let j be the central involution in D. Further, we denote by V4 a Klein
four-group and by Qr a (generalized) quaternion group of order 2r.
In this chapter, let G be a group as in (C). Then G = K X O, where

K m SL-(2, q) with <?a 3 (mod 4) or K s SU±(2, q) with q a 1 (mod 4),
and where G is a cyclic group of odd order t with t = (q — l)/2d

or

(q + l)/2d, respectively (here d = gcd(q - 1, 3) or d = god (q + I, 3)). Further, let K0 <¡K be the subgroup of index 2, then in any case K0 — SL(2, q)
(see [9]). Because DCG(D) = D X O, the Brauer correspondence yields that

G has exactly / blocks b¡ = bfa) (i = 0,.. ., t — 1) with D as a defect group.
We have Z(G) «■(J) X O " 02,a(G), so the simple modules in 60(G) and
in b0(G) are the same, if G := G/Z(G). Therefore one can use the results of
[3]. The irreducible modules in />„ are Irr(60) = {F0, S0} (say) where dim S0
= q — 1, and the vertices, sources and Green correspondents are known.
Each block b¡ contains a linear module, say F¡. Then

Irr(Z>,.)= {F(0 := F0 ® F„ Sm := 50 ® FA
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for all /'. Moreover, - ®F, establishes an equivalence of the categories
mod(b0) and mod(Z>,),which preserves vertices and sources and is compatible
with the Green correspondence. Hence it is enough to determine the principal

block.
(2.1) The Cartan matrix. For X G Irr(/>0) let Af .•= P^A") be the indecomposable projective G-module with socle X. We may consider Af as a G-module; then vxG(Af ) = (j) and therefore ßG(A7) s* Af. Consequently, there is an
exact sequence of G-modules

0 <- M *- PG( X ) «- Af <- 0.
Thus we get the Cartan matrices C0 of b0(G) from those of bQ(G) which can
be found in [3]:

Ç>-(y-,

%-2 + 2)

°r

C0=(4

\*-2 + 2)

according to q a 1 (mod 4) or q a 3 (mod 4). Here the first column corresponds to F0.
If we replace G, G in (2.1) by K0, K0, then all arguments remain true.
In b0(K0) there are three simple modules, FK, Sx, S2 (say), where S'* « S0
for i = 1,2; and therefore S0 ss Sx ©S2. Hence the Cartan matrix of b<IK¿)
is
2«-1
2«-2
2"~2

2"~2
2"-3 + 2

2"~2
2"~3

2"~3

2"~3 + 2

or

4

2

2

2
2

2"~3 + 2
2"~3

2"~3
2"~3 + 2

according as q a 1 (mod 4) or q a 3 (mod 4). Here the columns correspond
to FK, Sx, S2 in this sequence.
(2.2) Lemma. If X, Y are irreducible in the principal block of G or Kq, then
every extension M = X ° Y has (j) in the kernel.

Proof, (a) If A" and Y aie linear, then G or K0 (modulo Ker Af) is an
elementary abehan 2-group. Hence (j) Q Ker Af.
(b) If A" or y are linear, then AfGoor M^K^ must be semisimple (see [3]).
Consequently the normal 2-subgroup (j) is contained in Ker Af.
(c) In the last case, either M or (MG)e0 is an extension S ° S. If this
module does not have (j) in the kernel, then it is indecomposable and the
restriction to (j) must be projective. Then Proposition (1.8) yields a contradiction. Hence in each case (j) G Ker Af.

(2.3) Lemma. Let M be a b0(G)-module, such that MK¡¡c P(FK). Then M is
uniserial, and M C £/r(F0, 50, Fq) where r < 2"~2.

Proof.
P\mJr

Let P := P(FK), and for r G N let Socr(= Socr(P)) = {m G

— 0}; then Soc, is a G-module. We prove by induction on r that Socr

is uniserial.
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From the remarks following (2.1) together with the results from [3] concern-

ing P(FK) and (2.2) it follows that
Socr/Socr_lSfS'05*

lF©F,

reVen'

/-odd,

r = 2, . . . ,j(P).
If A" is a maximal G-submodule
A"c Socr.

of Socr, then as Äo-modules Socr_, Ç

(1) Let r be even. Then Socr/Socr_, = 5, © S2 = (S^)Kt¡ hence A" =
Socr_,.
(2) Now let r be odd. Then A"/Socr_, = F0 ss Socr/ X. If A"is not uniserial,

then head X = F0 © S0. This is, the ^f0-module 50/Soc,_2 must be semisimple, which leads to the contradiction
A" Q Socr_,. Finally, because
dim(Ext(50, F0)) = 1, the module Socr can only have a unique maximal
submodule, hence Socr is uniserial.
Let v G G be a noncentral involution and V be the four-group 0,y}',

further let W be the module in the principal block of N := NG(V) which is
defined in (1.7). Finally denote by Af, the group NG(Y) and by Y the
summand of F*' in the principal block. Then W and YN are of the form
U2(FN); and the following holds:
(2.4) Corollary.

The modules gW and gY are uniserial

of the form

U2-(F0, Sq, F0), and gW m gFN ° gFN. (q - 1 = 2m ■b, where b is odd.)

Proof. (*) The modules gFN, gY, gW are uniserial. The socle is isomorphic
to F0: Clearly the modules he in the principal block, and F0 occurs exactiy
once in each socle. Finally, because (S0)M is projective, (S& gY)G = 0 and
also (S0, gFN)G = (S0, gFN)G = 0; and because gW restricted to vx(S¿) is

projective (see (1.7)), it follows that (SQ,gW)G = 0.
Hence the restriction of each module to Kq has FK as socle, and therefore

(2.3) yields (*).
Moreover, each
self-dual. The fact
modules.
Finally, because
because WG se Fß

module must be of the form Ur(Fo, S& Fq), because it is
that ügW s= gW and QgY as gY yields the length for these

F0 occurs exactly once in head(F^) and head WG and
° Ffi, we get from (*) that gW m gFN ° gFN.

(2.5) Lemma. Let k be the maximal length of a uniserial G-module Uk(S).

Then a G-module U,(S) exists if and only if t < 2k — I.
Proof, (a) Assume that G has a module Af = ¡7^(5). Then Af(l —j) =
Ut(S), and M/M(l - j) = U2k_,(S): Both are G-modules, therefore / and
2k — t are at most k. It follows that t = 2k — t = k, and therefore Afw is
projective. Then Proposition (1.8) yields the contradiction
composition factor.

that M has a linear
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(b) U2k_x exists: If q = I (mod 4), then k = 1. So assume that q = 3
(mod 4). The following is true: Whenever Af C P(S), such that P(S)/M has
no linear composition factors, then P(S)/M must be uniserial. Now by the
preceding lemma, there is a module Y := U(F, S, F, F, S). We know that
cFS = 4; since Y c P(S) and Y* is an epimorphic image of P(S), there is a
module A" c P(S) containing Y properly, such that head(A") ss F. According
to the Cartan matrix, P(S)/X at U2k_x is equivalent to the fact that X has
three composition factors isomorphic to S. But this is true, because A" is an
epimorphic image of P(F) which has only 4 hnear composition factors.

3. The group L3(q). Let G be a group of type (L) or (IT), and let
C := CG(j); then C is a group as in §2.

Let b¡ = b,(e¡)be the blocks of C with D as a defect group (i = 0,. .., t —
1). The Brauer correspondence yields that G has exactly t blocks with D as a
defect group. Denote them by B¡ = B¡(e¡), where B¡ is the Brauer correspondent of />,. Then the number of irreducibles |Irr(5,)| = 3 if i = 0 and = 2
otherwise; this follows from Olsson's paper [12].

Now let G = L3(q), where q a 3 (mod 4). Then G has a 2-fold transitive
permutation action on the set ß of points in the projective plane PG(2, q) of
degree |ß| = q2 + q + 1 (see e.g. [9]). Let Ga be the subgroup of G fixing
a G ß. We may assume that C c Ga; then C has a normal complement U0 in
G„; the order \U0\ is odd. Hence the C-blocks b¡ may be considered as
Ga-blocks with the same defect group we ientify the C-modules and G0-modules in these blocks.
The simple 5,-modules must occur as composition factors of the modules
Xe, where A" G ín(b¡). Because G is 2-fold transitive on ß, we have G = Ga
U Ga. for n G Ga. Hence it is fairly easy to compute the Mackey decomposition of Fjo |G . In particular, we get that (Fo)Gi.nG must have as a summand a
module of Ga/U0Z(C) (— PGL(2, q)), which is just the permutation representation of PGL(2, q) of degree q + 1. Hence we get

(*? Ia. ) s Fo ® U(F,, So, F0) © P,

(L*)

(F,v)g. « F¡:© (Wo. So.*o) ® 3) © *'
for some y =£ i, if / ^ 0, where P, P' are projective and Pe0 = 0, P'e, = 0.

(3.1) Lemma, (a) F0G» F © F where E is simple in B0 with vx(E) = V4 and

faß = £/(Fo, So, Fo).
(b) For /' = 1, ...,/,

the module F¡ := F,G is simple in B¡.

Proof, (a) Because \G : Ga\ is odd, F is a summand of F0C; say Fg = F ©
E. Then (L*) implies that dim.p(FG, FG) = 2, hence E is indecomposable.
Again by (L*), the module FG has a unique nonprojective summand. Because
it hes in the principal block b0, already E must be a 2?0-module.
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Let (0)¥= M C Ebe simple. Because (F, E)G = 0 and(E, F)G = O,neither
Af nor E/ M can be isomorphic to F. We have

0 + (McJe0 = fGM c (FG>o = U(Fo, S0, F0).
Now M ?*=F excludes the possibility fG M = F0. If one assumes that fG M —
U(So, F0), then one gets/G(F/Af)
= F0 and the contradiction that £/Af =
F.
Therefore fGM = (EG)e0 = fGE, that is M — E. As we have just remarked, fa^E) is a permutation module. Thus the vertex is a Sylow 2-subgroup of the corresponding stabilizer (see [13]); this is a Klein 4-group.
(b) follows directly from (L*) and Lemma (1.6).
(3.2) Lemma. The modules S := S0Gand S¡ := S£ are simple.

Proof. By (1.6) it is enough to show that

(Sah.*-

Si0 foii = 0,...,t.

Clearly Si0 is a summand of (Sg)Cm.Further, (F¡, S^f = 0 and (Sg, F¡) = 0,
and finally
dim(S„ Si)

= 1 + dim(S,o, Si0)G.nGa

for« G Ga.

So we have to show that (Sm, S^)G = 0 if n G Ga and a" = ß.
(a) (S,0)G is simple: Modulo Ker(S0), the group Gaß is isomorphic to a
subgroup of PGL(2, q) of index # + 1 fixing a point in PG(1, q). This is a
Frobenius group of order (q — 1) • 9. Now S0 is a faithful module of this
group of dimension q — I, hence is simple. It follows that (a) is true.
(b) Si0 s* S"0. One can find an element k G Ker(S/0) but k G Ker^S).
Because Si0 and S¡0 are nonisomorphic simple G^-modules, (Si0, S£)G — 0.

(3.3) Corollary, (a) A module U,(S¡) exists if and only if t < 2"~2 - 1.
(b) If i * 0, then gG(C/2(Fl0,S» FJ) = i/2(F,, S„ F,.).

Proof. By (2.5), (3.1) and (3.2).
(3.4) Vertices and correspondents of simple modules.

simple module

/<o.

F

source

Green correspondent

D
D

Ft
S

vertex

So

Qn-l

s,

Sm

0,-1

E

U(Fo, S0, Fo)

^-'-.(pß..,)

U^-x(Fo..)L
Ur

v<

(i = 1,2, .. ., (q — l)/2d — 1). The Ga-correspondents
determined; all remaining entries are taken from [3].

V2(FN<:(y¿)

in this table are just
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Let F be a 4-group, N := NG(V) and W G b0(N) be the module defined in

(1.8).
(3.5) Lemma. gW = U(E, E), gQW = U(F, S, F, E), and g&W =
U(E, F, S, F).
Proof. Let Nx := NC(V) and let W be a summand of WN, then W =
^(^a-,)- We have \N : Nx\ = 3, and by (1.7),

Ç) W" - >F®8!f®

ß2(W0-

As we have shown in Lemma (2.4), there is an exact sequence of ¿>0(C)-modules.
(Ü) 0 «- gcFNx «- gcW^gcFN¡
<- 0 and gc(^) = t/2(Fo, S* Fo), g^)
« t/(Fo, So, Fo).
We may consider (ii) as a sequence of Ga-modules. Then we know the
composition factors of A" := i/(F0, S0, Fo)c, and we can determine (A", Y)G

and (Y, X)G for ah simple G-modules Y (using (3.1), (3.2)). This yields
straightforwardly that
(iii) A"= E © F © Í/(F, S, F).
Now (i) implies that (gcW)G = gW © gßW © gß2W: moreover glf is the
unique self-dual summand. By (ii) and (iii), the only possibility is that stated.
(3.6) The Cartan matrices. If F is a projective Ga-module, then PG is
projective. Hence it follows from (3.1)(b) and (3.2) that the G-blocks B¡
(i =é 0) and the block b0(Ga) have the same Cartan matrix. Now let i = 0.
Because (EG)e0 = U(F0, S0, F0) and (SG)eo = S0 (see (3.1)), it follows that

P(F0)G s P(F)

© P(E)

© P(E),

and

P(S0f*P(S)(BP(E).
We know the composition factors of P(F0)G and of P(S0)G (by (2.1), (3.1),
(3.2)) and those of P(E) (by (3.5)). Hence we obtain the Cartan matrix of B&
as stated in the Appendix.

4. The group U3(q). Let G = U3(q) where q a 1 (mod 4). Then G has a
2-fold transitive permutation action on the set fi of isotropic points in
PG(2, q2), of degree |ß| = q3 + 1. Let Ga be the subgroup fixing a point

a Gil. Then Ga = U- H = NG(U), where U is a Sylow p-subgroup of G (if
p' = 9) of order q3 and 7/ is cyclic of order (q2 — l)/*7
We may assume that H = O X H if O = 02, (C) is as before, |G| = i.
Let F), (/' = 0, . . ., t — 1) be the irreducible representations of O, considered as G„-modules; F,,
= Fm, . Further, G„ has exactly d nonlinear
irreducible modules L, having the centre Z(U) in the kernel, and dim L, =
(q2 - l)/d.
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We shall find the simple modules in the blocks B¡ as composition factors of
FG. The Mackey decomposition yields

(FG)Cm m FiX© FiX© 2

k" 1

®Lk © R

(U*)

where Z( U) is not in the kernel of any composition factor of R.
Secondly it will be important to consider FG\C. The group C has two orbits
on ß, where \ac\ = q + 1; further a noncentral involution y G C fixes a
point j8 Í ac. Now FGXis just the permutation module Fß, hence

F&\c«Fl®%

(U**)

where F<£ s f/(F0, S0, F0) and F«? « 2£0 gy ® 1 © P; here gy =
i/2—2(F0,S0, F0) is the module determined

in (2.4), and Pe, = 0 for / =

0,1, ... , t.
Similarly, one obtains for arbitrary i
(FG)^

= i/(F/0, SlX),Fm) ®(gY®

F,).

(U; J

(4.1) Lemma. The modules FG are indecomposable with simple socles and

heads (i = 0, .. ., t - 1).

Proof. By (U*), dim(F,c, Fjf) = 2. Then we know that FG = M © A/',
where Af is indecomposable
with vx(Af) = <x> G Syl2(Ga). Because the
block B¡ containing Af has a noncyclic defect group, M cannot be simple (see

[4]). Finally, applying (1.1)—(1.3)yields
l(soc(FG) ® head(F,c)) = 2.
This implies the statement.

(4.2) Lemma. Soc^)
s F s head(F0^); and (F^J/F
s S © E, where S,
E are simple with fcS = S0 and fcE = t/2—i(F0, S0, F0).
Proof.

By the preceding,

soc^F^) = F se head(Foí).

It remains to de-

termine A":= (F0GX)J/F= FQJ/F. From (U**) and from Ext(S0, FJ = F
(see (2.2)) it follows that (A"c)e0» S0 © Af where Af is uniserial, Af =
U2*-i(F0, S0, F0).

Suppose A"is indecomposable.
Because vx(S0) = Q3 (see [3]), it follows that/cA" ■ S0 and A7 is ^) -projective, where

<%={ßf n C|gGC}

= {(l),(y)b2=l,vG(7)}-

Hence vx(Af) = (y), and Af as gy ® F0. Consequently A"c se S0 © FG, hence
X^ has exactly (^ + 1) summands isomorphic to F^.
But this yields a contradiction: Firstly we have the vector space decomposition Fß = ßF ® Fß/. Secondly, from Fß/ = 2He0\{p) F(w. ~ ß) ^d
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from q + 1 = Ifix^y)! > 1 we see that 2uga w G (Fß/)(1 —y). Therefore
A"(y)has only q — 1 summands F^.
Each summand of A" provides at least one summand of (A"c)e0, hence we
have shown
(I) X at S © E, where S and E are nonzero indecomposable i?0-modules.
Assume that Lx Ç. EG ; then L := 2?_ ] L, Ç EG, because E must be
invariant under algebraic conjugation.
(II) E is simple. Let N be the composition factor of E, such that LçJVc.
Then U2*-i(FH) is a summand of NH, hence ATCmust have 2"_1 composition
factors isomorphic to F0. But the unique submodule of A"c minimal with this
property is M. It follows that fcN = (Nc)e0 « M and then Af sas(Fc)e0 =
fcE, therefore N ss E.
(III) S is simple, because (Sc)e0 = S0 and S0 is simple.

(4.3) Corollary.

Let P := P(F); thenj(P) = 2" + 1 and

'
(k = 1,2, . .., 2" - 1).

\F®F

ifk is even,

Proof. The Ga-module Ur-i(FG ) is projective, hence the preceding lemma
implies that U2*-i(FG)G ss P. Because G is a nonabehan simple group,
Ext(F, F) = 0. By induction it follows that Pr := Ur(FG)G has Loewy length
2r + 1 and that the Loewy factors are as stated.
(4.4) Corollary,

(a) The vertex of E is a four-group; and a source is faithful

of dimension 2.
(b) ß3F m E s» E*.
Proof.

In (4.2) we have seen that F(x) is projective. Apply (1.8).

(4.5) Lemma. If i ¥• 0, then F¡G= U(Ft, S„ F)) where/cFj = F;0and fcS¡ =
Si0and{Fi,Si}=lii(Bi).

Proof.

Let A":= soc(F,f ) and Y := head(F,f ). Further, let S, be the

composition factor of F¡G, such that L Q (S,)G ; of course S, f4 A, y.
Then F,0 occurs in (A"c)e, and in (Yc)e¡ exactly once, and (S,)ce, must
contain U2.(Fi0, Si0, F^, see (UJ,).
Assume that (S,)ce, = UT(Fi0, Si0, FltJ). Then (S,)(x) is projective, hence
Proposition (1.8)(b) implies that V := vx(S,) must be a four-group and that
\T(b) : C(V)\ = 6 if b is a C(F)-block containing a summand of (/S,)C(K).
But then Z>is the principal block and therefore i = 0, contradiction. Hence

(Sjcti « So © t/2.(Fl0, S» FJ

and

(4.5»)

(A")c«i«iVo-(îch.
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So X — Y = : F¡, and F¡° has only these composition factors.
Remark. The modules FG aie liftable; let ir¡ be the corresponding character. Each block B¡ contains irreducible characters x, P„ where x,(l) = q(q

— 1) + 1 such that x, + P, —«i (mod 2) (see e.g. [5]). Hence dim S = q(q —
1), dim E - (q2 + l)(q - I); then, for i =£0, dim F¡ = q(q - 1) + 1 and
dim S,. = (i - 1)(?2 - q + 1).
Now we induce simple C-modules.

(4.6) Lemma.Let i g {0,...,

t - 1}.

(a) (F/0)Ge, sasF, © Af, where soc(A7) sashead(Af) = S, a/wf vx(A7) is a

four-group.
(b) (SG)e, sasS,-.

Proof. Computing homomorphisms yields (b) and also (a) apart from the
last statement.

We know that (F))ce, = FiQ. Now because Nc( V^ ÇZC, the Mackey decompositions imply that (F,G|c)e(- has a summand with V4 as vertex. Consequently (F,o )e, must have a component with such a vertex, this can only be

M.
Let A7 := (gcW) <g>
F„ where W is the module defined in (1.8), then
A7 = U2^(Fm, Si0, Fi0), by (2.4).

For k = 1,2,. . ., 2"~2 denote by Af*the submodule Uk(Fm,S,0, F(0)of A/.
(4.7) Lemma. For k = 1,2,. . ., 2"~2 and i > I, the module gG(Mk) is
uniserial of the form Uk(F¡, S¡, F¡).
Proof. First we show:

(A7G)e,. = gGAf, © P(Si)

for arbitrary i.

(4.7*)

The vertex of Af] is not conjugated to a subgroup of % (dim A/, = q + 1 2£
0 (mod 4)). So there is a unique summand gGAf, which must he in B¡.
From (4.6) one concludes that head(A7Ge,) s F¡ © S, sasSoc(AfxGe¡). Fi-

nally, by (4.6) we have that (Af„ S,)c = (Af,, S¡)^c. From the properties of
/S, (see (4.5) and [3]), it follows that any %-projective summand of (S,)c must
be (^)-projective for a noncentral involution y G D.
By (1.3), also (MG, S,)G = (MG, S,)(y)>G= (MG, S,)1>Gsince (S^y) is projective. That is, a homomorphism 0 =£<pG (A/G, S,)G must factorise over

P(S,); this yields (4.7*).
The vertex of Affc is either not conjugated to a subgroup of % or is a
four-group V. In the latter case, if b¡ is a block of C(V) containing a
summand of (/A7^)C(K),then F(¿,) <c C provided i ¥= 0.
Hence if /' ¥= 0, then gG(Mk) is always unique. We conclude that
(a) (A/G)e, = gMk®k- F(S,) if « * 0.
Now we can prove the statement. Knowing the socle, head and composi-
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tion factors we get

(b)gA7, = U(F„ S,, F().
So let 1 < Ac< 2" 2. If one induces the exact sequence of 6,-modules
0 *- Mk_, <r- Mk <r- Mx <- 0

one obtains in 2?,an exact sequence

0 <- gMk_x ®(k-

1)P(S,) *- gMk ® k ■P(S¡) *-gAf, © P(St) *-0.

Hence gMk =gMk_x ° gAf,.
By the induction hypothesis, gMk_x = Uk_x(F¡, S¡, F¡). Assume that gMk is
not uniserial. Then it contains a submodule U2(F¡), and we obtain the
contradiction 2 < dim(i/2(F,), MkG)G= dim( U2(F,), Mk)c = 1.
(4.8) Corollary.

For arbitrary i, the Cartan number css¡ is even.

Proof. If (F£)e¡ = F) © Af as in (4.6), then (4.7*) implies that M ° M and
P(S¡) have the same composition factors.
(4.9) Lemma. Ext(S„ S,) = Ofor arbitrary i.

Proof. Let M = S, ° S¡, then (A/C)e, s (S(0 © A") ° (S,0 © X) where A"=
U2»-i(Fi0,S,0, F,o) (see (4.5*)). From (2.3) it follows that there is no indecomposable module Sl0 ° X or A" ° Sl0. The consequence is that (Afc)e, sasSl0 ©
Sl0 © Ä. Now vx(Sl0) is quaternion; hence Af cannot be indecomposable.
(4.10) Vertices and correspondents of simple modules.
simple module

F
Fi

S
Si
E
(i = 1,2, ...,(q+

source

fc

vertex

[r0

D
D
03

U2(FQ)

s*

03

Ui(FQ)

Ujm-^rQ, o0, Fo)

V4

U2(FV)

Green correspondent

Fi
W
W<8)F,
W

l)/2d - 1).

Here, W is the module defined in (1.7) which is considered as an NG(Q3)module in the rows 3 and 4.
The C-correspondents in this table have just been determined; ah other
entries are taken from [3].
S. Indecomposable projective modules. In this chapter, W is always the
A^F^-module
with ß3»7 ss W defined in (1.7), such that gW hes in the
block which is just considered.
First we determine for blocks with three simple modules the projective

P := P(E).
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(5.1) Theorem, (a) Let G be of type (L). Thenj(P) = 5, and PJ/E s£9
U(F, S, F).
(b) Let G be of type (U). Then P is uniserial of length 2" + 1, and
PJ sasUr-^F, S, F, E).
Proof. We have shown in (3.5), (4.4) that gW = U(E, E) if G = L3(q),
and gW = E if G = t/3(if). Moreover, (a) follows from (3.5).
Now let G be of type (U). Knowing f(QE) and vx(S), the application of
(1.1)—(1.3)yields head(ßF) = F. Hence one has a short exact sequence

0^ß£<-

P(F)*-(ßF)*<-0

(£)

and therefore, because all simple 2?0~m°dules are self-dual, cf. P(E) = E + \

cf. (P(F)). In particular, the length of P is 2" + 1. However, by (4.3), the
Loewy length of P must be at least 2" + 1, and therefore P is uniserial.
Consequently (W)yields
(i) PJk/PJk+1 sasF if A;is odd, and sasS or F if A:is even.
Because cSE ¥* 0,
(ii) PJ2/PJ3 sa S, and therefore
(hi) F cannot have a factor isomorphic to U(E, F, E).
Now F and S occur in F/ with the same multiplicity, and P sasp*t therefore

(hi) implies
(iv) P cannot have a factor isomorphic to Î7(S, F, S).
Hence the only possibihty is that stated.
In the following, we write F¡ for Fm and S¡ instead of S,0 if G is of type (C),
and sometimes F0 for F and S0 for S. Remember that q — 1 = 2m • b where b
is odd. Now let P := P(F¡) for arbitrary i. Then we have:

(5.2) Theorem, (a) Let G be of type (Q or let G be of type (L) or (U) and
i ¥= 0. Then the Loewy length of P isj(P) = 3 • 2m + I. A Loewy series of P is
given by

Pjx/PJ^~[S>®F<
[Fi®Fi

Hk^ I or 2 (mod3),
ifk = 0(mod3)

(k - 1,2, . . . ,j(P) - 2).
(b) Let G be of type (IS)or (IT) and let i = 0. Then the Loewy length j(P) is 5
if G = L3(q) or2"+ 1 if G = U3(q). A Loewy series of P is given by
'

\ F © F,

Acene«

(Ac= 1,2, . .. ,j(P) - 2).
Proof. There is an exact sequence

0 <- gß W <- P «- gß2^ <- 0.
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from (2.2) if G is of type (C), and

from (2.2) and (3.3)(b) or (4.7) if G is of type (L) or (IT) and i ¥=0. Finally, (b)
follows from (3.5) and (4.3). If P is indecomposable

projective with socle X,

then denote by H(X) ("heart") the module P//A".
(5.3) Lemma, (i) The module H(F¡) is indecomposable.
(ii) H(F¡) contains a maximal submodule Hx © 772, where H¡ is uniserial and

l(Hx) + 1 = l(HJ.
In case (5.2Xa),Hx = U(F„ F„ S„ . . ., F,) and H2= U(Ft, S,, F„ . . ., S¡).
If i = 0 and G is of type (L), then 77, = Í7(F, E) and H2 = U(F, E, S). If
i = 0 and G is of type (IT), then Hx = U(F, E, F, S, . .., F, E) and H2 =
U(E, F,S,F,...,E,
F, S).
(iii) If 77, c M c H(F,), but M g H(F,)J, and head(Af) sasS¡, then M n
772 « S,..

Proof, (ii) Using the modules gil2W and ((gß2W)/2)* one can construct
an extension (77, © H-^ ° F, c P(F¡) as stated.
(iii) If Af would be uniserial of length 1 + l(Hx), then it follows that
ßAf = U2(S¡), contradiction. On the other side, 0 ¥= ßA/ c P(S¡), so the only
possibility is that ßAf ss S, and Af is as stated.
(i) follows from (iii).
Now we determine P := P(S¡). Assume first that q = I (mod 4).

(5.4) Theorem, (a) Let G be of type (C) or of type (IT) where i ^ 0. Then
j(P) = 3 - 2"-2 + 1, and P has the Loewy series
PJk/PJ *+i _

F,
F,®S,
S,

ifk ¥=2 and k & 0 (mod 3),
ifk = 2,
ifk = 0(mod 3)

(k = 1,2, . .. ,/(/») - 2).
(b) Let G be of type (U) and i = 0. Then j(P) = 2" + 1, and P has the
Loewy series

PJk/PJ

F
jF ©S
E
S

ifk is odd,
ifk = 2,
ifk=4r,
ifk = 4r + 2

(k = 1, 2, .. . ,j(P) - 2).
Proof. In this proof, we omit the index "/". Let Af be the uniserial
G-module (güW)J, then head(Af) = S, by (2.2), (4.7) and (5.1). Hence there
is an exact sequence

0^A/^F*-ßA/<-0.

(5.4*)
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The composition series of Af is known. We show that

ßA/=

U(S, F, S).

From the existence of a module U(F, F, S) (or U(E, F, S) in (b)) in the block
one obtains the statement of the theorem.
Because soc(ßAf) ss S and Ext(S, S) = 0 [see (2.2), (4.9)] and because F
occurs exactly once in ßA/ — cFS is known —, it follows that QM Q

U(S, F, S). Finally the fact that css is even [see (2.1), and (4.8)] yields
equality.
(5.5) Lemma, (i) The modules H(S¡), H(S) are indecomposable.

(ü) There are submodules 77, = U(F¡, S¡, F¡, . . ., F,) of tenth 3 ■2"~2 - 1
and H2 = U(S¡, F,) with 77, n H2 = F¡ in case (5.4)(a) and Hx =
U(E, F,S,F,...,E,
F) of length 2n~landH2= U(S, F) with 77, n H2 = F
in case (5.4)(b).
(iii) The submodules Hx ° S„ 772 ° S¡ of P(S¡) are maximal uniserial.

Proof, (ii) The modules gti2W/F and ßA/ from (5.4*) contained in P(S¡)
or P(S) enable us to construct extensions 77, + H2/S¡ or 77, + H2/S, as

stated.
(i) follows from (ii). Knowing the Cartan numbers and all extensions of
simple modules, one obtains (iii) straightforwardly. Finally, let q a 3 (mod 4).

(5.6) Theorem, (a) Let G be of type (C) or of type (L) where i ¥" 0. Then
j(P)

= 2"~2 + 1; and a Loewy series of P is

PJk/PJk+l

sa

FiQSi,

k= 1,2,4,5,

S,.© S„

Ac= 3,

S„

otherwise

(A:= 1,. . . ,j(P) - 2).
(b) Let G be of type (L) and i = 0. Then j(P) = 2"~2 4- 1, and a Loewy
series of P is

PJk/PJk+i

[F® S,
sasJ £ ® S,
[ S,

k = l,3,
Ac= 2,
otherwise

(Ac= 1,2, . .. ,j(P) - 2).
Proof. We omit the index "/" in this proof. Let A":= g(QW)/F. Then
there is an indecomposable G-module Af := i/2„-2_,(S)ffi A"/S, such that
soc(Af) sa S, so Af c P. Now P/M has composition factors F, S, S [see

(2.1), (3.6)]. It follows that (P/M)J
obtain the results.
In this situation, we have

= F © S, and P/M sa P/PJ2. So we
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(5.7) Lemma, (i) The module H(S¡) is indecomposable.
(ii) H(S,)J s Hx ® 772, where the 77, are uniserial.
In case (5.6)(a), 77, = U(F¡, S,-,F¡, F,) and H2 = t/2-2_2(S,.).
In case (5.6)(b), 77, = U(E, F) and H2 = i/2-2_2(S).

(iü) 7/ 77, g Af c 77(S,) a«¿ head(A7) s F„ î/m?«A/ n 772= S,.
Proof, (ii) Using the modules from (2.5), (3.3), (3.5) one can construct an

extension (77, © 77^ ° S, c P(S¡) or (77, © HJ » S c P(S) as stated.
(hi) If A/ would be uniserial, then one obtains a contradiction to (2.5), (3.3)
respectively.

(i) follows from (hi).
Appendix. In order to describe an indecomposable projective FG-module,
we associate to F a matrix which has in the Acthrow the composition factors
of PJk/PKk+1, with multiphcities.
If there is an arrow down from a composition factor X in the Acthrow, this
means that a submodule M of PJk, M g PJk~ï with A" <Zhead M must
contain the composition factor at the end of the arrow.
Table
P(F)

Blocks

Type of G

1
P(S)

W)

Cartan matrix

(C)
q = 1 (mod 4)

(O)
q = 1 (mod 4)

2n-\

('-.'-¥-)

a"-

2"-2 + 2

B„

('-'.«SH
5
F

\f
S
F

(C)
¡7= 3 (mod 4)

(L)
q = 3 (mod 4)

('-«.Hh)

+2
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Table II
PCS)

P(F)

Blocks

Type of G

P(E)

Cartan matrix

E

F

(U)
E

q = 1 (mod 4)

F
S

E\
F \
S

F
S
F

2n-l

2n-

2«—1 2n~

+ 2

2"'2
2»-2 + i

F

F
E,

F
S
F
E

F

(L)
S.
F''.,
E

q = 3 (mod 4)

E
F
~~*S

F

2«-2 + ,

1

■/
F

If there is not such an arrow, then there exists a uniserial module Af c
PJk, M g F/*+1 with head(A7) = X, where the composition series of Af is
given by the composition factors underneath, including the socle.
Here, the irreducible modules in a block B¡ are denoted by F, S or F, S, E
respectively. Finally, d = g.c.d.(3, q — 1) or g.cd.(3, q + 1) according as G <
L¡(q) or G < U3(q), and 2" is the order of a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.
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